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Puberty – Part 2






Overview of Unit of Work
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 different modules
 Assessment task
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Overview of Unit of Work

 Showcase Module 3 – Respectful Relationships
 ‘Sneak peak’

 Assessment Task
 P-N-I 



Module 3: Respectful Relationships



Assessment 
Task


Year 7 SURVIVAL GUIDE

Assessment Task Overview [image: ]



		ASSESSMENT TASK 



		Year level 

		7 

		Learning Area

		Health and Physical Education



		Subject

		[image: ] Health Education

		Title of task

		Year 7 Survival Guide



		TASK DETAILS



		Description of task 

		Students create a ‘Year 7 Survival Guide’ for adolescents going through puberty 



		Type of assessment 

		Summative 



		Purpose of assessment 

		To gather and deliver information on ways to manage emotional and social changes associated with puberty through the use of: 

· Coping strategies – stress management, self-talk, help seeking

· Communication skills – assertive behavior, showing empathy

· Problem solving skills and strategies



		Assessment strategy 

		[image: ]Students can choose how they would like to deliver their Survival Guide. Some ideas include:



		

		· PowerPoint presentation

· Video

		· Webpage 

· Pamphlet

· Poster

		· App 

· Podcast



		Evidence to be collected 

		· Group Planning Sheet  

· Final presentation material: pamphlet; fact sheet; poster; slideshow; report; video; oral presentation  

· Self-Reflection Task



		Suggested time 

		Three weeks in-class assessment: one lesson for research followed by two weeks of planning and production. 



		CONTENT DESCRIPTION



		Content from the Western Australian Curriculum

		Management of emotional and social changes associated with puberty through the use of: 

· coping skills  

· communication skills  

· problem‐solving skills and strategies 

Feelings and emotions associated with transitions; and practising self-talk and help-seeking strategies to manage these transitions



		TASK PREPARATION 



		Prior learning 

		Students are familiar with the strategies and resources to understand and manage the changes and transitions associated with puberty; managing conflicts; self-esteem and managing relationships. 

Students should have completed the core modules/learning activities presented in the GDHR Year 7 Unit of Work: Transitioning 



		Assessment differentiation 

		Teachers should differentiate their teaching and assessment to meet the specific learning needs of their students, based on their levels of readiness to learn and their need to be challenged. 

Where appropriate, teachers may either scaffold or extend the scope of the assessment tasks. 



		ASSESSMENT TASK



		Assessment conditions 

		Students will be allocated class time to plan, prepare and produce their task. This task may be assigned as homework if class time is limited. 



		Resources 

		· Computer access for research

· Materials for posters/pamphlets if using  



		

		AT_7.1 Assessment Task Overview

		This document



		

		AT_7.2 Assessment Task Marking Key

		





		

		AT_7.3 Student Assessment Task Sheet

		





		

		AT_7.4 Student Group Planning Sheet

		





		

		AT_7.5 Student Self Reflection Task

		











		Year 7 Unit of work: Transitioning [AT_7.1 Assessment Task Overview]
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BACKGROUND » 





Moving from primary school to secondary school is a big adjustment and a time of transition. While it is a new and exciting time, it can also be quite daunting. It will be a time filled with new experiences and fun times but will also present many challenges; new relationships will be formed with friends and teachers, there will be increased academic challenges, new routines to adjust to, and a new campus to navigate. It is also a time of rapid physical, social and emotional change as the journey from a child to an adult begins.





TASK» 





You and your team have been assigned the task of designing a ‘Survival Guide’ for the incoming Year 7 students at your school next year. The focus of the guide will be on forming new relationships, conflict resolution, coping with transition and help-seeking. Remember to make sure the information is specific to students at enter school name here





Part 1: Planning, Research & Group work (group)





Before you get started creating your Survival Guide, you will need to spend some time investigating the topic and assigning group roles and responsibilities. 


Use the Group Planning Sheet to assist with your preparation.


  


			Submit: Group Planning Document [Due Date]


			Insert document AT_7.4











Part 2: Survival Guide (group)


Checkpoint - Our group have:


· Decided what needs to go into the survival guide


· Agreed on who is responsible for each section of the guide


· Researched the facts needed for the guide.





Now you need to create your guide and bring it all together in a way that will be appealing to your target audience. 





Remember to make this relevant to YOUR school. 





For example, who is your School Psychologist, Chaplain, Student Services staff? You will also need to mention outside agencies and local community groups that might be useful sources of information and/or help. 





*Think about what information you would have liked to have known about and/or been able to access when you first started at your new school.


[bookmark: _GoBack]






Your survival guide must include the following 3 sections:


A. The Basic Facts


What changes might you expect during your first year of high school? Think about physical, social and emotional changes, as well as changes to your environment (e.g., differences between primary school and high school)





B. Stay Calm, I Can Cope


As a group, you need to come up with detailed scenarios which address social, emotional & physical concerns that can occur during times of transition such as this and recommend strategies you would use to cope with each situation. 


 


			State the scenario 


			Each scenario should deal with a different situation that occurs during puberty; include as much information as necessarily.





			Highlight the key issues / problems 


			Consider the impact on everyone involved in a conflict/ disagreement. 





			Prescribe coping strategies 


			Provide at least two (2) coping strategies you could use to effectively deal with the problems/issues arising & justify your choice











Note: Everyone in the group must complete one scenario. i.e. Groups of 3 must come up with 3 scenarios, groups of 4 must come up with 4 scenarios etc. 





C. I’m not coping


Sometimes we aren’t always able to solve our problems on our own, we may need to seek assistance and support from others to help us get through different and challenging times. In this section, provide information on the following:


· How do we know if we need to seek help?


· Where and how can we ask for help?


· School specific


· Wider community





REFLECTION » (Individual)


 


Teamwork, communication, cooperation and conflict resolution are all very important skills to have when working in groups to complete a task. You will need to complete the Self Reflection sheet to rate both your own and your group’s efforts and contributions in completing this task.


			Submit: Personal Reflection & Peer Rating [Due Date]


			Insert document AT_7.5











			Year 7 Unit of work: Transitioning [AT_7.3 Assessment Task Sheet]
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Fill out the table below to help you plan your assessment and keep track of who is responsible for each component. This will be checked by your teacher and handed in at the end.


[bookmark: _GoBack]**You may use another format to plan your assessment if you prefer, however, it must be recorded so that your teacher can view it.





1. What information do you need to put in your survival guide? 


			











2. Which websites / resources will you use?


			




























































3. Who is researching/doing what? 


Consider individual 'strengths' when allocating roles/responsibilities for each group member





			Group Members:


			Roles & Responsibilities





			


			





			


			





			


			





			


			











4. How are you going to present the information? 


Consider your target audience when choosing your presentation format & design elements.





			Presentation Format


			Eg., pamphlet ● webpage ● ppt/sway/prezi ● podcast ● video








			Why? 


Justify your choice


			











5. Deadlines / Submission Dates / Timeline





Survival Guide Due: Click or tap to enter a date.


Personal Reflection Due: Click or tap to enter a date.





Other key dates:


·    


· 


 


			Year 7 Unit of work: Transitioning [AT_7.4 Student Group Planning Sheet]
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Name:


[bookmark: _GoBack]Group Members: 





Teamwork, communication, cooperation and conflict resolution are all very important skills to have when working in groups to complete a task. 


1. In the space below, write a paragraph reflecting on how well your group worked together on this task. Were there issues that occurred when working with your group? How did you resolved them? Did you resolve them??


			


















































2. Reflect on the skills listed below and how they were used, or could have been used better by your group. In your reflection consider the challenges your team faced & the strengths of your team members. 


			Team work


			





			Communication


			





			Cooperation 


			





			Conflict resolution


			








 





3. Rate the contribution of yourself & each of your group members.


			Criteria


			Performed all duties of the assigned team role & contributed knowledge, opinions and skills to share with the team


			Performed nearly all duties of assigned team role & contributed knowledge, opinions & skills to share with the team.  


			Performed a few duties of assigned team role & contributed a small amount of knowledge opinions & skills to share with the team


			Did not perform any duties of assigned team role & did not contribute knowledge, opinions or skills to share with the team. 





			


			





Always did the assigned work.











			





Completed most of the assigned team work.








			





Completed some of the assigned work.











			





Relied on others to do the work














			


			[Excellent]


			[Good]


			[Fair]


			[Minimal]





			Self-rating


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			





			Group member rating:


			


			


			


			





			


			


			


			


			











			Year 7 Unit of work: Transitioning [AT_7.5 Student Self Reflection Task]
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Student Name __________________


			PART 1 | Group work and planning                                                    /10 MARKS





			Planning document & class observations


			Excellent communication & problem solving skills demonstrated by;


· Clearly defined, equitable roles & responsibilities;


· Timeline/deadlines identified & achieved


· Highly organised: very productive use of class time when working collaboratively


			Sound communication & problem solving skills demonstrated by:


· Defined roles & responsibilities


· Timeline/deadlines identified & majority achieved


· Mostly productive use class time when working collaboratively


			Limited communication & problem solving skills demonstrated: 


· No clearly defined roles or responsibilities,


· Timeline/deadlines not me


· Inefficient use of time; limited effective communication


			Not evidenced





			


			[10]


			[9]


			[8]


			[7]


			[6]


			[5]


			[4]


			[3]


			[2]


			[1]


			[0]





			PART 2 | Survival Guide                                                 


			/40 MARKS





			CONTENT - A


Basic Facts


			Very detailed and accurate information identifying several physical, social and emotional changes


			Covers majority of changes occurring, but could provide more detail and accuracy


			Key information missing. Limited changes identified – not all categories covered


			Not evidenced





			


			[10]


			[9]


			[8]


			[7]


			[6]


			[5]


			[4]


			[3]


			[2]


			[1]


			[0]





			CONTENT - B


Stay calm, 


I can cope 


			· Detailed description of the situation with feelings & emotions (for all sides) identified.


· Relevant coping skills & strategy/s identified 


· Justifies their choice


			· Clear description of the situation with some feelings/emotions identified.


· Coping skills & strategy/s identified 


· Basic justification for their choice. 


			· Very basic description of scenario with only some issues/emotions identified


· Coping strategies not justified and/or relevant.


			Not evidenced





			


			Scenario 1


			[3]


			[2]


			[1]


			[0]





			


			Scenario 2


			[3]


			[2]


			[1]


			[0]





			


			Scenario 3


			[3]


			[2]


			[1]


			[0]





			


			Overall Scenarios  


			Scenarios address a variety of situations: emotional, social & physical changes, and a wide range of coping strategies and tips are offered


			Scenarios address at least 2 of the key changes occurring: emotional, social and/or physical (some variety), and offer a range of coping strategies and tips


			Scenarios address only 1 or 2 of the key changes occurring: emotional, social or physical (no variety). Limited coping strategies and tips identified 


			


Not evidenced





			


			


			[10]


			[9]


			[8]


			[7]


			[6]


			[5]


			[4]


			[3]


			[2]


			[1]


			[0]





			CONTENT - C


I’m not coping


			· Provides detailed information on how to access support & when to seek help 


· Identifies specific people, online support groups & local agencies where teens can go for help for specific problems/issues; 


			· Provides some information on how to access support & when to seek help. 


· Identifies general support groups, people & agencies that provide help


			· Minimal information provided, lacking detail & specific application


			Not evidenced





			


			[10]


			[9]


			[8]


			[7]


			[6]


			[5]


			[4]


			[3]


			[2]


			[1]


			[0]





			[bookmark: _GoBack]PART 3 | Reflection [circle one rating score each for SELF and GROUP]





			Self-Rating


		[excellent] [mid] [minimal]


			Average Group Rating


[excellent] [mid] [minimal]








   


*Circle the mark or rating to tally the overall marks


			Year 7 Unit of work: Transitioning
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PNI Activity – Head Talk
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Conclusion

 Curriculum Writers Pool
 New GDHR Activities in partnership with 

SHBBVP Youth & Aboriginal-specific 
modules for GDHR

 New Get the Facts Youth Videos
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